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Correspondence

A New Probabilistic Relaxation Scheme

SHMUEL PELEG

Abstract-Let a vector of probabilities be associated with every node
of a graph. These probabilities define a random variable representing
the possible labels of the node. Probabilities at neighboring nodes are
used iteratively to update the probabilities at a given node based on sta-
tistical relations among node labels. The results are compared with pre-
vious work on probabilistic relaxation labeling, and examples are given
from the image segmentation domain. References are also given to ap-
plications of the new scheme in text processing.

Index Terms-image processing, line enhancement, relaxation, seg-
mentation.

I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of probabilistic graph labeling, or "probabilistic

relaxation," is as follows.
Let G = (V, E) be a graph with V {ui, * * , vn} the set of

nodes and E C V X V the set of arcs, and let A = {Xl, -- *,
XL} be a set of labels. With every node vi E V a random vari-
able l1 is associated, specifying the label of node vi. The true
distribution of li is unknown, but based on some measure-
ments, a probability distribution Pfo): A -* [0, 1] is estimated
for every random variable li. In this paper iterative updating
of these estimates is discussed, based on the estimates for the
distributions at neighboring nodes, and on statistical relations
among the random variables l1 at neighboring nodes. A similar
concept is also used in probabilistic relaxation labeling [1],
[41, [8]. Even though the probability updating rule and the
coefficients used by existing relaxation schemes have no theo-
retical basis, relaxation has performed remarkably well in
many domains. The updating rule developed in this paper is
based on elementary probability theory and no guesswork was
involved in the choice of rules or coefficients. As shown by
examples, the performance of this method for image segmenta-
tion examples is at least as good as that of earlier relaxation
schemes. The main advantage of this new method is that since
the updating rule is analytically derived, all coefficients are de-
fined, eliminating the need to guess them. Also, analytical
studies of the properties of the process can hopefully be made
to yield more general results than those obtained for relaxa-
tion [2], [ 1O], [ 1 ] . Indeed, the new scheme has been gener-
alized to allow more general neighborhoods of a node, and was
applied successfully to handwriting recognition [61 and break-
ing substitution ciphers [ 5 ].

II. PROBABILITY UPDATING
Given a graph G = (V, E), a set of labels A, and an estimated

discrete probability distribution Pi: A -> [0, 1] for each ran-
dom variable 1j, new estimated probability distributions for the
li's are to be computed.
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We can regard the probability vectors Pi as events, i.e., we
can think of them as being chosen from a space of possible
vectors. We shall now consider various prior and conditional
probabilities involving these Pi events and the outcomes of the
random variables li. In particular, we shall consider probabili-
ties of the following form.

1) Prob (1i = alIPi); this is just the probability that node vu
has label oa, given that the estimate for the probability distribu-
tion of labels is Pi. We denote this probability by Pi(1i = a).

2) Prob (Pi Ili = a); this is the probability that the estimate
for the distribution for node vi is Pi, given that the "true" ob-
served label of vi was ea.
Evidently we have Pi (1i = at) = Prob (Pi 1i = az) - Prob (li =

Prob(Pi). (The problem of actually calculating Prob(P1) will
not be considered yet.)
Let vu and v; be two nodes such that (vi, v;) GE. Then we

can consider the joint events (li= a, 1j=,1) and (Pi, Pi), and
write

Prob (1i = a, ij = 1 | Pi, P) =Pii (1i = a, I )= )
Prob (Pi, Pi I li = a, l; = -Prob (li = a, li = )

Prob(Pi, Pj)

We now assume that

Prob (Pi, PjI1i= e, j= )=Prob (Pi1i =la) Prob (Pji|Ij1
This assumption has two parts. The first part is conditional
independence:

Prob (Pi, Ph ai 1,i= O=Prob (Pi1i = c,, 1=)
Prob (Pji =ia,1= 13).

The second part is the direct dependence of Pi on 1i once 1i is
determined:

Prob (Pi I li = a, I;= 13) = Prob (Pi |Ili = a).

Using the above assumption we get

Prob (Pi, Pi I 1i= a, Ij = 1)
Prob (lI = aI Pi) ProbQj=13 JPi) Prob(Pi) Prob(Pi)

Prob(1i= a) Prob(j = 1)

Pi(1i = at) Pi(1i = 1) Prob(Pi) Prob(Pi)
Prob (li = t) Prob(1 = O)

The meaning of this assumption is that the probability esti-
mate Pi is directly dependent only on li, and once 1i is given,
the probability of the estimate being Pi is independent of Pi,
j / i, and of ij, j 1 i. While the conditional independence as-
sumption is not always true, we had to make it since no results
could be obtained otherwise. In the cases where this assump-
tion is not true, we use it as the best approximation we have.
Under this assumption, (1) becomes

P11(1i = a, li = 1) = Pi(li = a) Pi(li = 1)

Prob(1i = a, 1i =1) Prob(Pi) Prob(Pi)
Prob (li = aV) Prob (lj = 13) Prob (Pi, Pi)
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From now on, we will denote

Prob(lg = ot, i = f,)
Prob (ij = ae) Prob (Ij = ,B)

by ri1(a, 1). The quantities ri1(a, ,B) are independent of the es-

timated distributions Pi. Thus, when we use (3a) in the sequel
to reestimate the Pi's, the ri(o, ,) remain constant during the
entire process.
Now

L: Pij(Ii = a, Ij = O = Pij(Ii = a)
, E A

and

E E Pij(1i = ,Ij=O=1
XG A lE A

We thus have

Pjj~~~ Pey(l = a, Ij =

Pij(li a) E E pii (Ii X,Ij
XCEA ,CGA

£ Pi(1i = a) Pi(1 =1 ri(,(3)

E: E Pi(lI = X) Pij(1j = )rgi (X, 3
XE&A a EA

since the factor [Prob(Pi) Prob(Pi)] /Prob(Pi, Pi) cancels out.
Note that Pi(li = a) still depends on vj, since it is obtained

by summing over the labels of node Vj and does not use other
nodes. We can use (3) to compute a new distribution estimate
Pi based op the previous distribution estimates Pi and Pi, by
letting pi, n be our estimate of the distribution of Ii at the nth
iteration, writing

p(n)(i C) pJn)(l; = (3)* ri1(a,( 3)

Pi =E P(n)(l,-X)Pf()(Ij ,B) +r 1(X, =)

XEG-A ,ECA

(3a)

where P(O) is our initial estimate for the probability distribu-
tion of ij.
By a method similar to that used to obtain (3a), we can de-

rive an expression for the case where more than two nodes
interact. Let vl, * * *, vn be nodes in V with their labels repre-
sented by random variables 11, - *, In having distribution esti-
mates p{k),. , p(k). An expression analogous to (3a) is

I n

P(kl)(i =6)=

Ln coefficients (r's). In such cases we leave the Bayesian do-
main, and use approximate methods to estimate a new distri-
bution from all pairwise estimates. The simplest way to make
such an estimate is to take an arithmetic average over all neigh-
bors. Using the arithmetic average, the estimate pAk+1)(1* = a)
iS

I

p(k+ 1)(1 a)-= C1P,.k+ (li a)

(i, j) E E
(5)

where p(.k +1)(li=ao) is the estimate for the distribution of

i based on pik) and pfk) obtained using (3a), and the C1's
are weights such that 1i C1 = 1. In the examples given later,
we use a simple average, with equal weights given to all the
neighbors.

It is evident that computing the next estimates, p(k 1) ,

by averaging the pairwise estimates pi(k 1)(X) is not, in gen-i)
eral, the optimal method. A reasonable function that com-

bines all the pairwise estimates into one estimate should have
the following properties.

1) p(k 1)(li X) = if there exists a neighbor v1 such that
p(k+1)(l = ) = 0. In this case no possible choice of a label at
v; will permit vi to be labeled X.
2) pf(k +1) (1i )= 1 if there exists a neighbor v; such that

PU'~+ 1)(Pdoes (i = X) = 1. This follows from 1) since the labeling at
v; does not allow any label different from X at ui.
A function that has the properties l)-2) was developed by

R. Kirby in [3]. This function is based on a sequential updat-
ing of the labeling at a node. The effect of one neighbor is
computed, and with the new suggested estimates the effect of
a second neighbor is computed. This process, as will be shown,
does not depend on the order of the neighbors, and can be
computed in one step. Define Q, )(t) to be

Q,., ((a)= E Pj( 13). r11 (a,13)
, E- A

Q.. )(a) can be regarded as the strength of support that label
a at vi gets from its neighbor vu. Using the above definition of

Qii) (a), expression (3a) becomes

-a)I =c) - (n)(a

ii >3P f(n (I, -= )
~

(
,

x

(6)

Using p(n +1) (l1 = a1) of (6) as a new estimate for Pi(li = a) (in-
stead of P -a)) and computing the effect of another
neighbor vk, we get

E6 - n,EA Pi (lj=5j) rj, ,n(S1 * * s n)
62CrA bnEA i=l

(4)

E3 E3 £.. fjn P(k) (li = 6i) -r *.nr(8i *
6,CeA 62eA SnEA i=l

where

Prob(1j = Xi **, In = Xn)
rl,...,n (XIz, , *,Xn)=

n

Prob(li = Xd)
i=1

When many nodes are considered, each having many possible
labels, it is impractical to compute and store the above coeffi-
cients. For n nodes and L possible labels at each node we have

P 1) (l = a) =

Pin (li = a) ;Qi(-Q(n)(a
P'(i -j3. Q (n)(a)

Ep (n)(li = X) Qi)(X) ik

A Z P(n)(,i = 1)- Qi(n) ik
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which reduces to

Pf,7+k1)(1= P.(fn )Q= (X) Qf^(n)

which is symmetric in j and k. For all neighbors of i, we have

p(n)l)1i=a) fH Qi( )()

p(n) (li =a) (p) i,= )>; rI Qii7(P~~~1~(l ~a) pZn) H)f Q (n)(X)
(7

A (i,j)&E

As was mentioned in [12], updating rules that have a multi-
plicative form like (7) converge faster than those having an ad-
ditive form. This is also shown in examples later in this paper.
The updating rules are used in an iterative scheme as follows:

every node vi computes in parallel a new estimate for the dis-
tribution of 1i based on the old estimates of the distributions
of li and its neighbors. Then, the old distribution estimates are
replaced by the new ones, and another iteration begins. The
iterations stop when the change in the estimates becomes very
small.

III. THE COEFFICIENTS
In the updating rules, we used the coefficients

( O Prob(li = a, li = ,B)
ri( = Prob(1i = at) . Prob (1i = f3)

These coefficients are independent of the estimated distribu-
tions pi(n) can be computed ahead of time, and remain con-
stant during the entire process. When we have a statistical
model for the problem domain, the individual and joint proba-
bilities can be computed using that model. Sometimes these
probabilities can be computed by looking at many occurrences,
and substituting the relative frequency for the probability.
Consider, for example, graphs representing words, where the
labels at the nodes are letters. By taking a large enough sam-
ple of English text we can find accurate estimates for the in-
dividual and joint probabilities of the letters.
In many cases we have neither a statistical model nor a big

set that we can sample. In such cases we might try to use the
initial distributions P10) themselves as guesses at the real prob-
abilities. This idea was used in [4], where relaxation coeffi-
cients were computed from the initial probabilities.
Let S1, * * *, Sk be a division of the set of nodes V into sub-

sets such that v i isi fnSl = 0 and U=1 Si = V, and also for
every Si the a priori distributions are identical for all I E Si.
Then an average over the initial probability estimates P(°) can
be an estimate for the individual probabilities. Thus, for the
set Sk, we can use

Pik(l=a)= I P~0)(l -a) (8)
I|Ski viSieSk (

as an estimate of the a priori distribution for nodes in S*k
To find the joint probabilities, we divide the set of arcs E

into relations A 1, - - *, An such that Vi *A, f A1 = 5 and
U 1 Ai = E, and also for every Ak the probabilities Prob(l=
oa l =1,) are identical for every (vi, vi) E Ak. An estimate of
the joint probability over the relation Ak is

Pk(li = Ci, ji = 0=AIIA (vIUj)eAk PfO)(l, -a) P(0)(I=.-

From (8) and (9) we can now compute the coefficients ri1(a, ,B)
for vi E Sk u; E Si, and (vi, vu) E Am:

ri1(a, 3) =* Pm(li=a,1i13
pk(li = as) 'PI(l = o)

(10)

In the sequel we demonstrate by an example the use of coeffi-
cients derived using (10).

IV. FIXED POINTS
The updating operator makes use of the estimates of the

label distributions at neighboring nodes in computing the new
label distribution estimates at a node. As the process iterates,
further nodes begin to indirectly affect a node through their
effects on its neighbors. It is expected that the iteration pro-
cess will converge, since the further two nodes are from each
other, the less they should affect each other. Examples shown
later demonstrate that the changes from iteration to iteration
are greatest at the first iteration, while after several iterations
the changes are almost negligible. When there are N nodes,
and L possible labels at each node, the updating operator is a
continuous function from [0, 1]NX L into itself. As was
pointed out in [2] about the relaxation operator, it is well
known that a continuous function from a compact, convex set
into itself has at least one fixed point. The updating operator
satisfies these conditions, and so it has a fixed point. Thus, if
the process does converge, the limit is a fixed point of the up-
dating operator.
The fixed points of the updating operators can be obtained

as the solutions to a set of equations that may be derived from
(5). Note in particular that the set of all nonambiguous label-
ings, where every node has a determined label, is a set of fixed
points.
Lemma: If Pi(li = -t)) = 0 for all labels

,3 ot, and for every neighbor Vj of vi there exists a label X such
that P4)(ij =n )1 0 and ri(ca, X) # 0, then the distribution es-

timatep(fl1) will be identical to
Proof: From (3a) it follows that for every neighbor vu,

p(fn +1) will be identical to p(n), and since in (5)np 1) is the

average of the p .(n + 1), it also will be identical to p(n)
From the lemma it is clear that when the entire graph is la-

beled with probabilities zero and one only, and the conditions
of the lemma hold for every pair of neighbors, the labeling
does not change. When the probabilities are zero and one
only, but the other conditions of the lemma are not satisfied,
the updating operator is undefined, meaning that a label has
probability one, but its joint probability with all possible
neighbor labels is zero-a contradiction. (See [10] on the
fixed points in relaxation processes.) These fixed points of the
updating rule, which correspond to unambiguous labelings, are
desired in most cases. The updating of probabilities based on
neighboring probabilities is done in the hope that it will reduce
ambiguity.
Another type of fixed point is the "no information" label-

ing, where at all nodes the label probabilities are identical to
the a priori probabilities. Fortunately, in this case, a node
must not change its probabilities only when all its neighbors
have the "no information" labeling. Compared with the un-
ambiguous labeling, where every node is stable when it has
such a labeling, regardless of its neighbors, the "no informa-
tion" labeling is very unstable, and is unlikely to be reached by
the iteration process.

V. AN EXAMPLE: PIXEL CLASSIFICATION

This section demonstrates the use of iterative probability up-
(9) dating by applying it to the problem of pixel classification.
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Usually, classification cannot be done exactly, so every pixel is
assigned a probability vector, representing its probability of
being a member at each class.

In graph notation, every pixel is a node of the graph, the arcs
connect every pixel to its immediate neighbors (4 or 8), and
the node labels represent the possible classes. P(O) specifies
the initial probability estimates assigned to the labels (classes)
at node (pixel) v1, based only on local measurements, such as
might be given by a low-level classifier. These probability esti-
mates are then updated. Let {vJ, . .*, VT} be the N pixels in
the picture, and let A be the set of possible labels for each
pixel. We assume a priori uniformity over the picture, so that
the a priori probabilities Prob (I = a) are the same for all pixels.
The a priori joint probabilities Prob (1i = a, I = (3) also do
not depend on the specific nodes, but only on the relation be-
tween them (e.g., right neighbor, etc.). As relations between
pixels we consider neighborhood relations. Let

3 2 1

5 x 4

8 7 6

be the neighborhood of pixel x. The relation Rk, k = 1, - , 8,
includes all pairs (vi, v1) of pixels such that v; is the same
neighbor of vi as k is of x.
Given these uniformity assumptions, it is simple to compute

the coefficients rij for the process from the initial probability
assignment, if we cannot determine them by any other method.
Using (8), the a priori probabilities Prob(l = a) are estimated
by

Pc) =-L: it )It t.(

The estimates for the joint probabilities, according to (9), are

Pk (a, )= 1
jIRkjl (ai,ai)CERk

PiO (Ii = a) pf (Ijl= ),

where the sum is taken over all pairs of nodes having the same
neighborhood relation Rk. The coefficients are then

*

*Pk
rk (a, () = * (13)

P('e) P()

After finding the coefficients either by (13) or by some
other method, the updating process can take place. For all
pixels vi, v1 such that (v1, vu) ERk we compute

S(n + 1)(0)=E p(n) al ) - pJ(n) qI p rka(0t )S,,k (a)=I I

,6GA

and

q (n + 1) (a) = i, k

i (nk +1n)+ 1)

aEA.

Here q. k is the new probability estimate for the labels
at pixel'vi based upon the previous estimates at vi and v., (vi,
uv) E Rk. Since every pixel has eight neighbors, using (5 , the

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. The line enhancement process, shown by the initial labeling (a),
and the 6th and 12th interations (b)-(c).

new pi(n + 1) will be the average of these eight estimates:

p(n + 1)(I 1 (n+ 1)
Z=l q(k+1)(a c EA.

8k=l

(c)

(14)

As a first example of pixel classification we use line detec-
tion and enhancement. Each pixel can be labeled as being on
a line in one of eight directions, or not being on a line at all.
The initial probabilities are estimated using eight line detec-
tors in the eight directions (see [9] for the details).
The coefficients were obtained from the initial probability

estimates using (13), and the iteration results are displayed in
Fig. 1, where the initial labeling and the results after 6 and 12
iterations are shown. In these pictures, for each pixel the label
representing the highest probability line direction is chosen,
and a 3-point segment in that direction is displayed, with its
darkness corresponding to its probability. The results in Fig. 1
are subjectively at least as good as those obtained previously
using relaxation in [4] and [9], and the reduction in ambigu-
ity is apparent.
The second example involves pixel classification on the basis

of color. A picture of a house is to be classified into five re-
gions: brick, sky, grass, shadow, and brush. The initial proba-
bilistic classification is done by clustering in color space [1 ],
[2]. The results of a hand classification, which we regard as
the "true" classification, are also available for reference. The
coefficients r11(a, ,B) were computed once from that "true"
classification using (1 3). Another set of coefficients was com-
puted in the same way but from the initial probabilistic classifi-
cation. Table I shows the percent of pixels with classifications
different from those in the hand segmentation, when coeffi-
cients derived from the hand segmentation were used. The
three methods shown are (A) using a complete 4-neighbor up-
dating (4), with no need to combine partial results; (B) averag-
ing the pairwise effect over an 8-neighborhood using (5); and
(C) using the product combination (7) of the pairwise effect
over an 8-neighborhood. Table II shows the difference rate
when coefficients derived from the initial probabilistic labeling
are used. The methods shown are (A)-(C) as in Table I; and
(D) using the old probabilistic relaxation rule with mutual in-
formation coefficients as described in [4]. The new probabil-
ity updating schemes arrive at the minimal difference much
faster than the old relaxation scheme, although the latter even-
tually reaches a slightly lower difference rate. Fig. 2 shows the
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TABLE I

DIFFERENCE RATES (PERCENT OF POINTs DIFFERENT FROM THE HAND TABLE

CLASSIFICATION) WHEN USING COEFFICIENTS OBTAINED FROM THE HAND DIFFERENCE RATES WHEN USING COEFFICIENTS OBTAINED FROM THE

SEGMENTATION AND THE FOLLOWING UPDATING SCHEMES. (A) USING INITIAL PROBABILISTIC SEGMENTATION AND THE FOLLOWING UPDATING

5-TuPLE EFFECT OF AN ENTIRE 4-NEIGHBORHOOD (4). (B) USING SCHEMES. (A)-(C) SAME As TABLE (D) CLASSICAL RELAXATION

PAIRWISE EFFECT AND AVERAGING OVER 8-NEIGHBORHOOD (5). (C) USING USING MUTUAL INFORMATION COEFFICIENTS.

PAIR WISE EFFECT AND THE PRODUCT KULE OVER 8-1NEIGHBORHOOD (7).

Error rates (percent)

Iteration (A) (B) (C)

0 4.60 4.60 4.60
1 4.05 4.05 3.85
2 3.84 4.00 3.87
3 3.82 3.82 3.93
4 3.82 3.82 3.99
5 3.81 3.82 4.02
6 3.81 3.85 4.04
7 3.82 3.84 4.10
8 3.82 3.82 4.11
9 3.79 3.85 4.13

10 3.81 3.89 4.15
1 1 3.82 3.89 4.16
12 380392 4.19

Error Rates (percent)

Iteration (A) (B) (C) (D)

0 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60
1 4.07 4.04 3.88 4.37
2 3.92 3.96 3.93 4.28
3 3.86 3.80 3.98 4.15
4 3.85 3.81 4.04 4.08
5 3.82 3.79 4.11 4.02
6 3.79 3.77 4.17 3.98
7 3.78 3.83 4.20 3.96
8 3.75 3.89 4.26 3.91
9 3.74 3.90 4.31 3.88

10 3.73 3.90 4.37 3.83
1 1 3.72 3.88 4.37 3.82
12 3.74 3.88 4.42 379

'lhjs method reaches an error rate of 3.63 on the 19th iteration.

4 if$ tit "itfli#It" fl1I$SIIt I## t#itft tlI11Ifff Mi IIII$1 I,I II II 11 1

OtttIM ff flIt If IHto INfl$ "Ift #lf4 4i f It * # 11ff "

tt # ; j ; 0I~#If ftI It fft t IItI$t# t It Iflt11 t Itt IfIIfU itIttt? t111111111.t td dIf 10 ItI I I II II I I I Ii I 111-
OM I I I I I I I Iii 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1#if # O I I$f # t f ff##tW It###W$t#f ItJ ft hi f Itilt If II " II ilntIf 11i It ## if lfIt d111 1 1 1 1 1
WW~Ifi $thIIt WWII#1W1RItWWW,Itf li 1If A# 10 I t, f f t I if it, ,f, dit ,t I, 11 t I i1 1 1 1

t I I tI1 II L Itttt# # tItN # t utI t t1I I,t

I i I I I 1 1 1 1 I # # f I I II 1. 1 1 1 1 1 1 # IIfhtW#I ttf ttW"I I I IItt WWII I tI 1iIft 1 If iit I 1 .11 1 1 1 1 1 I I

1 1 1 .1 1 IW,W It1W Wt-- -i-- -i-- - -1
-l-- iI-- -1

-i- -t

-

~~ ~ ~ (a
Fig. Seg entaion o thehousepictre. K y-Brck: ' %sky:(blak); gass: ";shaow: ";b-11111111111Han
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hand classification, the initial probabilistic classification (the
maximum-probability class for each pixel is displayed), and
iteration 6 of the probability updating using the average
scheme and coefficients obtained from the initial probabilistic
classification.

VI. COMPARISON WITH PREVIous RELAXATION SCHEME

The basic advantage of the new relaxation scheme is that it
has been analytically derived. In addition to being more ap-
pealing theoretically, it is also practically improved by having
more things well defined. The former relaxation scheme [81
had not defined the coefficients to be used. These coefficients
sometimes required fine-tuning in order for the relaxation to
produce good results, a process which was usually very lengthy.
In the new relaxation, no tuning is needed.
Other theoretical problems with the former relaxation

scheme which are not present in the new one are described in
[7]. One problem discussed by Pavlidis in [13] involves inde-
pendently labeled nodes. Another problem involves "no infor-
mation" labelings. Section VI-A will briefly explain the theo-
retical faults in the former (nonlinear) relaxation. Section
VI-B will do the same for the new relaxation scheme, this time
proving that the above faults are not repeated.

A. Nonlinear Relaxation

As described in [81, the updating factor for the estimate
Pik (X) (at the kth iteration) is

(k) ()= 1: 2:ri(,a (k)(a
I n j a-

(15)

where n is the number of objects, and the rnj are compatibility
coefficients in the range [-I 1, ]. The new estimate of the
probability of X at ai is

(16)3 P(k)(a) [lI+qk) (a)]
a

Thus, e-ach P4k) (X) is multiplied by [1I + qf~k) (),and the val-
ues are normalized at each object. The relaxation process is
iterated until some termination criterion is met.
The following are some theoretical flaws of nonlinear

relaxation.
1) Independent Labeling: Pavlidis [13] noted the follow-

ing: if the labeling of every node is independent from that of
its neighbors, then r 1Xa)= 0 for i#j, rij1(X,X)= 1 , and
ritX a I whenX$ a. Under these conditions, (15)
becomes

q~k)(){Pk()aX

[2p(k)(X)~ 1] (17)
n
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since 2.iP k(a) = 1. Using (17) in (16), we obtain for the up-
dating rule

p(k+ )(X) =
pi(k)(x) [I 2 p(k)(x)

n n

This rule does not meet the natural expectation: the labeling
should not change when the nodes are independent, and thus
the information they provide is irrelevant. Pavlidis also proved
that the updating rule (18) converges to a limit independent of

2) "No Information" Labeling. A "no information" label-
ing is one that does not affect our existing knowledge. For
every label X and node vi we have an a priori probability
Prob (li = X) that node v1 will be labeled X, without any rele-
vant measurements about that node. A node vi labeled by a
labeling that satisfies

Pi(X) = Prob(li = X) (19)
is said to be labeled with a "no information" labeling. It is de-
sirable that when all neighbors of a node vi are labeled with
"no information" labelings, the updating rule should not

'This does not occur when rii(X, a) = 0, but this requirement is not
generally acceptable.

change the labeling of vi. But since the a priori probabilities
are not incorporated in ( 16) in any way, this cannot happen.

B. The New Relaxation Scheme
The new relaxation scheme described in Section II of this

paper uses the following expression to compute new probabil-
ity estimates:

XEA I3GA

(20)
where the coefficients r11 are defined by

ri a)= Prob(li=a, lj=j1)
Prob (li = a) Prob(11 = f3) (21)

We will now show that faults found in the nonlinear relaxation
are not found in the new relaxation.

1) Independent Labeling. In the probabilistic scheme,5 inde-
pendence between nodes v- and v.is denoted by

Prob (lj = az IlI = j3) = Prob (1i = av)

for all labels ae and j3.

(22)
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Assuming independence between all pairs of distinct nodes,
we get from (21 ) and (22) that

r.. (cx,3) Prob(li = a, lj= ,)

Prob (li = a) Prob (Ij = ,B)

Prob(l=aIlj =f) (23)
Prob (li a)

for all nodes vi, v; and all labels of at, 1. Using (23) and (20)
we get

p(~k) (li =C)EP(k (I.

p (k)(=)U p(k)(-j3)

kE A Pe A
- p(k)(i =a) (24)

since IA P(k)(l, = ) = 1. The new estimate from each
neighbor is exactly the old probability estimate, and any aver-
age of these will also be identical to the old estimate. Thus,
the new relaxation scheme has the desired property that the
estimates do not change when all nodes are independent.
2) "No Information" Labeling: As in Section VI-A2 a "no

information" labeling at a node vu occurs when

p(k)(l = a) = Prob(lQ = at)
for all labels a. When a new probability estimate for a node
Vi is computed from the labeling at vu using the updating rule
(20), we have

P k)(li = at) * E Prob (lj = O) ri1(a, ()

p(-k )(li = °t) = > P()(l, = X) Prob(lA =) r (

(25)

Using the definition of ri, from (21), we get

p(k) (I -aC)

Pik) (li = a)* >3 Prob(1i = a, li = 3)/Prob(li = a)
,8 G A

E P (k - = ) *3 Prob(li = X, 1j = 0/Prob(li=X)
XE A PEE A

p(k)(lI=a) * Prob(l(=(Ili = a)
(leA p(k)( -ja)

E p(k) - X) E3 Prob(1j =0 | li = X)
X&AE Ge A

(26)

since Prob(li = a, ij = 3)/Prob(li = a) = Prob(l = (3lli = a), and
Sp EA Prob(lj(=l=a)= 1 .
This shows that when a node has a "no information" label-

ing, it does not affect the new probability estimates based on
it.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The new relaxation scheme has the appeal of being theoret-

ically developed, and gives the desired results in the special
cases described in the paper. Its performance, which is com-
parable to those of the "old" relaxation on the pixel classifica-
tion problems treated in this paper, does not offset this appeal.
A flexible definition of the neighborhood of a node enabled
this approach to be successfully applied to handwriting recog-
nition [6] and to breaking substitution ciphers [5].
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New Methods for Picture Reconstruction:
Recursive and Causal Techniques

NELSON D. A. MASCARENHAS AND
LUIZ F. V. FERNANDES

Abstract-The methods proposed by Kashyap and Mittal [1], [2] for
the reconstruction of pictures from projections are reformulated under
a regression model. These reinterpretations are based on least-squares
and Bayesian formulations of a statistical linear model and lead to the
derivation of recursive and causal algorithms which are more efficient.
Experimental results with simulation of the filters are also presented.

Index Terms-Causal filters, picture processing, picture reconstruc-
tion, recursive estimation, regression analysis, stochastic approximation.
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